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Abstract 

In Immersive Learning Environments (ILEs) the feedback tools are often passive displays 

which do not necessarily help learners to progress in their learning process. Learners could 

really benefit from receiving the appropriate feedback through Learning Analytics 

Dashboards (LADs)  that supports them and enables them to take immediate action. This can, 

however, only happen if the feedback that is given is suitable for the learner based on their 

needs and skill level. Therefore this study aims to investigate how the Self-Regulated 

Learning (SRL) skills predict the preference for a certain type of LAD reference frame. Three 

different types of reference frames were used in this study: the Progress RF, the Social RF, 

and the Achievement RF. This research found that learners with higher SRL skills have a 

preference for the Progress RF. The findings can contribute to the educational sciences and 

the designing of LADs in ILEs in order to foster learning for learners of all levels.  

 Keywords: Immersive Learning Environment, Learning Analytics, Learning Analytic 

Dashboard, Self-regulated learning, Reference frame preferences 
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Introduction 

Technology is changing rapidly in this digital era, and it is changing the way 

instructors teach and learners learn. The focus becomes more and more on user engagement 

so educators are trying to find new ways to incorporate interactive content in their lessons 

using e.g. online learning platforms or virtual reality (Allison et al., 2010). Immersive 

learning, learning through participation in a comprehensive and realistic digital environment, 

is becoming more advanced and suitable to have students engage in, learn, and transfer from 

classroom to real-world settings (Dede, 2009). For theorists and practitioners this requires 

knowledge about what instructional design is needed in order to enhance learning in an 

online environment. And even though the e-learning designs may be up to date and suitable 

to foster learning, the hardest challenge is to keep learners engaged throughout their learning 

process (Holley & Oliver, 2010).  

Learning Analytics Dashboards (LADs) can help the learners to stay engaged, and the 

feedback provided by these dashboards can play an important role in the learners’ ability to 

regulate their own learning process (Charleer et al., 2016). Unfortunately, the interface design 

of a LAD often provides insufficient meaningful data to foster learning in an Immersive 

Learning Environment (ILE) (Kitto et al., 2015). This is because the focus has often been too 

much on the design of the LAD, while the users of the LAD, the learners, were unable to 

decode, interpret, and make sense of the feedback shown (Verbert et al., 2013). Jivet et al. 

(2020) recognised this problem in their study, and they suggest that the focus should thus 
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shift more towards the learners’ needs instead of the fancy design. It should focus on how 

LADs can provide feedback that caters the needs of the learner to help them achieving their 

learning goals. Therefore, research is needed on what learners find relevant on a LAD. 

However, in their meta- analysis of LADs, Jivet et al. (2017) found that in reality, many 

current LAD designs lacked a proper scientific backing because oftentimes designers had 

chosen feedback reference frames they deemed fit, rather than using one that meets the 

learners’ needs. Jivet et al. (2020) found that self-regulated learning (SRL) can be used as a 

useful theoretical foundation for  LAD design, as SRL can be indicative for what kind of 

feedback learners require during their learning process (e.g. like goal setting, reflection, 

tracking progress, etc.).  Because every learner regulates their learning process differently, it 

is necessary to consider the learners’ SRL skills, and how these skills predict what type of 

feedback they require on a LAD (Jivet et al., 2020).  

Thus, the goal of this study is to contribute to the field by providing insight in how 

SRL skills predict preference for a LAD design. The findings of this study will potentially be 

used to improve immersive learning environment learning analytics design.  

Immersive learning 

We are on the brink of entering a new era in which immersive learning plays a large 

role. Immersive learning is “the subjective impression that one is participating in a 

comprehensive, realistic experience” (Dede, 2009). According to Dede et al. (1999) this 

means that the learner is truly immersed in the learning environment through advanced 
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design strategies that combine actional, symbolic, and sensory factors causing the disbelief 

that the learner is ‘inside’ a digitally enhanced setting. Furthermore, they say that the 

advantages of learning in an immersive setting are that one is able to learn through multiple 

perspectives, which helps the learner understanding complex phenomena. Also, immersive 

learning environments can foster situated learning for which authentic contexts, activities, 

and assessments are needed. Situated learning focuses on accomplishment of knowing in 

action and in practice, and should be integral to everyday practice in workplace or other 

settings (Handley et al., 2006). Creating such a complex real-world setting in the classroom is 

rather challenging but immersive interfaces are practical for situated learning by using digital 

simulations of authentic problem solving in a social interactive setting, as well as on different 

levels adaptive to the learner (Dede, 2009). These naturalistic interactions with the 

environment narrow the gap in learning transfer, however, proper feedback to the learner is 

key to offer most effective learning experience (De Freitas, 2010).  

Designing Immersive Learning Environments, Workplace learning, and Learning 

Analytics 

Immersive learning helps to gain a deep understanding of the required learning 

materials, which would normally take place in the real world (Martirosov & Kopecek, 2017; 

Salzman et al., 1999). According to Martirosov and Kopecek (2017) VR simulations prove to 

be effective not only for educational purposes but also in situations that would be costly or 

potentially dangerous in real life, if done by learners. Immersive learning environments (ILE) 
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can be beneficial in workplace learning. The complexity of a task and lack of predictability of 

certain events within the task make it hard or costly to practice in real life e.g. fire fighters 

extinguishing fires in 10+ storey buildings or training of scientists in a laboratory setting with 

toxic substances, which are expensive or not always available. ILEs reduce the costs and 

remove the danger, risks, and problems with available locations almost entirely (Harman et 

al., 2017). ILEs have proven to be successful in providing different learning styles, 

collaborative knowledge building, and experiential learning (Mikropoulos & Natsis, 2011; 

Haj-Bolouri, 2020). Also, learning and performance can be enhanced before, during, and 

after the session which help learners to reflect on the training, and gain better understanding 

(Salas et al., 2012). This feedback is usually provided through LADs (Sedrakyan et al., 

2020). LADs are in-game dashboards that provide information about the progress and the 

learning process. The information that they provide are based on collected data e.g. amount 

of clicks, spent time on assignment, scores compared to others or self, etc. However, little 

research has been done on the types of LADs grounded in learning sciences about how, 

when, and to who they are presented in an ILE (Haj-Bolouri, 2020; Jivet et al., 2017). Often, 

LADs have been designed without the aid of educational scientists, leaving learners with top-

notch dashboards they were unable to interpret (Verbert et al., 2013). In order for LADs to be 

useful, it is important to know the learners’ preferences about what feedback they like to 

receive in an ILE (Jivet et al., 2020). Knowing what information to provide based on 
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learners’ preferences could certainly improve the usefulness and usability of LA interventions 

(Dollinger & Lodge, 2018).  

SRL and Reference frames 

 Changing times and technological developments cause changes in requirements for 

jobs and puts an increased focus on life-long learning of workers (Dabbagh & Castaneda, 

2020; Donovan & Benko, 2016). Life-long learning, the ongoing, voluntary, self-motivated 

pursuit of knowledge, flexibility, and contextual awareness, demands self-regulated learning 

(SRL) skills (Knowland & Thomas, 2014). SRL skills are the cognitive, metacognitive, 

emotional, motivational and behavioural aspects of learning (Panadero, 2017); or the ways in 

which individuals are able to regulate, control their cognition, understand, and adjust their 

own behaviour in an educational setting (Pintrich, 2000; Schraw et al., 2006; Zeidner & 

Stoeger, 2019). This requires transforming mental competencies into academic performance 

through using strategies and goal-setting (Zimmerman, Schunk, & DiBenedetto, 2015). 

Several different high quality models of SRL exist in the educational sciences, one of which 

is Zimmerman’s social cognitive model of self-regulation, the SRL model used in this study 

(Puustinen & Pulkkinen, 2001; Panadero, 2017).  

Figure 1 

SRL Cycle with 3 Phases (Zimmerman & Moylan, 2009) 
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Zimmerman and Moylan (2009) distinguished three cyclical phases of SRL (Figure 1): the 

Forethought phase (FP), the Performance phase (PP), and the Self-reflection phase (SP). Each 

phase consists of integrated micro-processes belonging to that phase that help learners 

regulate their learning during that particular phase of the learning task e.g. goal-setting, 

strategic planning, monitoring, time management, and help-seeking (Zimmerman & Moylan, 

2009; Zeidner & Stoeger, 2019). SRL skills are strongly linked to higher academic 

achievement (Broadbent & Poon, 2015) and learners with high SRL skills show different 

study behaviour like monitoring goal achievement, higher study motivation, and goal mastery 

(Kizilcec et al., 2017; Pintrich, 1999). This shows that SRL skills are extremely useful for 

jobs that require life-long learning, as these meta-skills will help the learner continually 

monitor and achieve their goals.   
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Learning Analytics Dashboards (LADs) come in different types but in order to design 

pedagogical interventions to support student use of learning analytics, learners need a 

representative reference frame to help them interpret their data (Wise, 2014; Jivet et al., 

2017). Jivet et al. (2017) found that these reference frames are rooted in the theory that SRL 

skills inform the design of LADs. This means that awareness of and reflection on their 

learning process, as well as goal setting, planning, monitoring and self-evaluation are key 

elements in LADs.  Jivet et al. distinguish three types of reference frames: social (SRF), 

achievement (ARF), and progress (PRF) in a meta-study on how LADs could be categorised. 

According to them the SRF focuses on comparison of performance level with other 

learners/peers in the current state. They found several studies in which learners could 

compare their data with a whole class or working groups, other learners with similar goals, 

and even with previous graduates of the same subject. The ARF focuses on comparison of 

their performance level with self-set goals also known as Internal Achievement (I-ARF), and 

goals set by the teacher, also known as External Achievement (E-ARF). The purpose of 

showing the results in relation to the goals was to illustrate mastery and skilfulness 

achievement. The PRF focuses on comparison of the learners’ performance level over time 

with their historical data.  

Jivet et al. (2020) found that learners with higher SRL skills are more inclined to use 

LADs because they see the relevance, they know how to use the information provided by the 

LAD, and their “learning goals can shape what reference frames they find relevant for their 
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particular situation” (p.13). Novice SRL learners showed the opposite results, and were less 

inclined to use LADs because they lacked metacognitive abilities to recognise the potential of 

these reference frames. However, the study of Jivet et al. (2020) was done in a higher 

education environment using MOOCs. Furthermore, Jivet et al. (2017) stipulated that online 

learning environments that use LADs should provide additional tools to ensure that learners 

carry out all phases of the SRL cycle. Their meta-study found evidence that most LADs only 

supported the ‘reflection and self-evaluation phase of SRL, and neglected others. Also 

Sedrakyan et al. (2020) suggested that the learning process can be positively influenced when 

LAD feedback provides information about regulatory mechanisms based on learner profiles 

e.g. planning, monitoring, and adapting activities so that learners detect inefficient processes 

in learning. However, no research has been done on how the SRL skills affect the reference 

frame preference in a ILE using VR during workplace training. Knowing what reference 

frame learners prefer based on their SRL score, could help us understand how LADs should 

provide feedback with regard to the learners’ needs based on their self-regulatory abilities to 

foster improvement of monitoring and control processes in learning (Viberg et al, 2020). 

Research Question 

 Because no research has been done in an Immersive Learning Environment on how 

the SRL skills predict the learners’ preference for a Learning Analytics Dashboard reference 

frame, this study aims to answer the following research question: How do the learners’ 
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subjectively measured SRL skills predict their reference frame preferences in an Immersive 

Learning Environment? 

Method 

The Research 

This research contributes to learning analytics literature and immersive learning 

literature by conducting exploratory comparative judgement and explanatory quantitative 

survey research. In-development learning analytics dashboards and fictional data for the 

research were used as stimulus for the exploratory part. Participants shared their preferences 

for the learning analytics feedback design in a Virtual Reality training application through 

adaptive comparative judgement (ACJ). Also, the self-regulated learning skills were 

examined to see how they impact the preferences for learning analytics feedback designs. 

Finally, semi-structured interviews were conducted to gain more insight into why, if so, one 

learning analytics dashboard design was preferred over the others. The results of the 

interviews were, however, not used for this present study.  

Participants 

The participants of this study were employees (n = 77) of Merck KGaA, a German 

science and technology company. All of the participants take part in Merck’s European 

Training Network for Chemical Engineering Immersive Learning (ETN-CHARMING) 

project as trainees. They all have a German background with German as their native 
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language, 53 of which were male, 20 female, and 4 chose not to share their gender. The 

average age was 22,5 (SD=3,15).  

Instruments/materials 

Demographic Data Questionnaire 

The data that were used for this present study is the same data used in an earlier study. 

The demographic questionnaire was used to gather information about the participants’ age, 

gender, and highest qualifications. In order to reduce cognitive overload or mistakes by the 

participants, the questionnaire was translated into German.   

Adaptive Comparative Judgment 

This study used the Adaptive Comparative Judgment (ACJ) method to identify the 

rank order of the participants’ preferred learning analytics feedback designs for each 

instructional phase. Adaptive Comparative judgment, based on the Law of comparative 

judgment (Thurstone, 1927), is a method used to identify the preferred stimulus after 

comparing stimuli with one another, and applying a mathematical formulation to enable a 

rank order of the stimuli. For example, judging different kinds of packaging for a new 

product used for a marketing campaign by participants of a market research. In short, 

comparative judgment is a way to compare stimuli pairwise in order to get a perceived 

ranking. ACJ as an assessment tool has been proven to be useful when many judges take part 

in a judgment round, the ease of use is beneficial, and the potential for increased reliability 

levels (Bartholomew & Yoshikawa, 2018). Because ACJ can be easily be applied to evaluate 
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various artifacts efficiently and effectively in many contexts, it has a high reliability and 

validity (Bisson et al., 2016).  

For the ACJ, a comparing tool called RM Compare was used; a valid, reliable, and 

user-friendly instrument. The interface of RM Compare and the learning analytic feedback 

designs were in English but the questions that were asked to the participants were written in 

German. All the raw data needed for further analysis were provided by RM Compare, which 

included the individual results of the ACJ of each participant. RM Compare did not give 

reference frame preferences for each individual, just the result of each comparison made.  

The amount of comparisons made by every participant depended on whether the 

preference for a reference frame was clear, though no more than 7 comparisons were made 

for each instructional phase. The designs were compared separately for each instructional 

phase, and were not mixed between the phases. Through the repeated comparisons the 

adaptive algorithm of RM Compare created a highly reliable scale or rank order of the 

preference for a learning analytics reference frames. After every frame had been judged once, 

the system generated new pairs were close in quality so that after several rounds of revision 

enough data had been collected to produce an accurate rank order (Pollitt, 2012; 

Bartholomew & Yoshikawa, 2018). Thus, despite not every pair was seen by every judge, a 

reliable total rank order could be created, saving time and effort of the participants. 

This algorithm pairs items with similar rank scores based on previous judgments, 

making the results more reliable than normal comparative judgment, and immediately creates 
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a rank order (Politt, 2012; Bramley, 2015; Wright & Masters, 1982).  The results of the ACJ 

provided a single rank order of the learning analytics feedback design from the perspective of 

reference frames for the three instructional phases. Other data collected by RM Compare 

included duration of each answer, probability scores, misfit scores, etc. but they were not 

used in this present study as these data only say something about the single rank order, and 

this study only used the raw data of the reference frame preferences of each individual 

participant. These data were used for different studies that used the same dataset.  

This study used learning analytics feedback dashboards that were designed for a 

chemical process industry virtual reality training simulator. The dashboards were designed by 

educational scientists and instructional designers from Utrecht University in collaboration 

with experts from the field of chemical engineering, who provided the content. In total 9 

different dashboard mock-ups were used, representing three sub-categories: the before the 

task, during the task, and after the task. These sub-categories are the intended instructional 

phases in which the learning analytics dashboards will appear while operating the virtual 

reality training simulator. The before task dashboard is presented to the user before 

commencing with the simulator task, and it shows data on the user’s previous attempts. The 

during task dashboard is presented when a user pauses the simulator during the task, and this 

dashboard provides information on the user’s previous attempts as well as their present data. 

The after task dashboard is presented when the user has completed the task, and shows 

performance data on the user’s previous attempts as well as the attempt just completed.  
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The designs used all looked very similar to one another, except the reference frame 

that was used. This was done so that the participants would judge the designs based on their 

reference frames instead of their aesthetic design or other features. The four reference frames 

that were used are the progress-, the social-, the internal achievement-, and the external 

achievement reference frame. The progress reference frame compared the user’s data with 

their own performance on previous attempts at the simulator. The social reference frame 

compared the user’s data with data from their peers. The internal achievement reference 

frame compared the user’s data with self-set achievement goals. The external achievement 

reference frame compared the user’s data with the achievement goals set by a trainer. 

Figure 2  

Dashboard design with 3 different elements. 

 

 

Each dashboard design consisted of three elements (Figure 2). Element 1 

contextualised the learning analytics dashboard by showing what instructional phase they are 

in, highlighted the reference frame, and encouraged the participant to review the data 
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displayed. Element 2 presented the user with the simulator task, which showed fictional 

overall score on the task as well as the scores for each phase, providing feedback on 

performance behaviours. Element 3 displayed the fictional data based on the time spent 

practicing in the simulator, which provides feedback related to self-regulated learning 

behaviours.  

Self-regulated Online Learning – Questionnaire – Revised (SOL-Q-R) 

The instrument used to gather data about the self-regulated learning skills was the 

SOL-Q-R questionnaire (Appendix A). The questions of the survey were applied to the 

context of Merck KGaG, and was also translated into German by professional translation 

agency to ensure that every participant fully understood the questionnaire. The questionnaire 

was then translated back to English by a third party for any mistranslation, and then back into 

German. The SOL-Q-R is a survey comprised of 42 items, that made the participants rate 

statements about their self-regulated learning behaviour in online educational contexts 

(Jansen, et al., 2018). Five different scales are measured: metacognitive skills (20 

statements), time management (5), environmental structuring (4), persistence (6), and help 

seeking (6). The metacognitive skills scale consists of three subscales: metacognitive 

activities before (7/20 statements),  during (7/20), and after a learning task (6/20). The 

questionnaire was presented to the participants with the items in randomised order, and for 

each item a 7-point Likert scale was used, ranging from “not at all true for me” (=1) to “very 

true for me” (=7). Jansen et al. (2018) made the SOL-Q-R by revising an earlier version of 
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the questionnaire. The updated version showed a high validity, reliability, and usability, and 

is therefore considered a valuable tool to measure SRL in online education.  

Procedure 

One week before the data collection, the participants signed informed consent, and 

declared that the study was voluntary and that no form of extrinsic incentive was used to 

participate in this study. The participants could withdraw from participating any time they 

wanted without reason or any consequences. The participants were aware that all results 

would be anonymised and stored securely on the protected file store service. The entire data 

set was held by an independent researcher, who has the keys which identify the participants 

to match the different instruments. The participants were informed that the data were reused 

for different studies. Because of COVID-19 restrictions, the participants were given 

instructions about the research in groups of 20 by one of the researchers who leads the ETN-

CHARMING project through an online webinar. Participants could sign up to one of the six 

webinars held in German, in which they were guided through the research procedure.  

This is how the data collection was conducted. First, all participants received an email 

with a login code so they could take part in the study anonymously. Then they were asked to 

complete the demographic data questionnaire to gather information about their age, gender, 

and their education. These data were gathered using an online programme called Qualtrics.  

The participants were then asked to comparatively judge which learning analytics 

dashboard design they preferred for each instructional phase using RM Compare. Each 
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participant received a pre-set anonymised username and password to log in so that only the 

independent research could trace the results back to the participants. The participants in this 

research took part in three separate comparative judgment rounds, for each of the 

instructional phases. The participants were asked to comparatively judge between learning 

analytics dashboards in the following order: first for the ‘before the task’ phase, then for the 

‘during the task’ phase, and finally for the ‘after the task’ phase. In total 21 comparisons were 

made by each participant, and the results were automatically saved in RM Compare  

After this the SOL-Q-R was administered to all participants in an online environment. 

Each participant was asked to score themselves on the 42 statements about their self-

regulated learning behaviour. The questions were presented to each participant in randomised 

order. Once submitted, the results were automatically saved and became part of the dataset. 

Finally, the data collection ended with a semi-structured interview in which the participants 

were asked to elaborate on their choices made in the ACJ and the SOL-Q-R. The data 

collection took about 20 minutes per participant.  

Data analysis 

 The survey datasets of the demographic data collection and SOL-Q-R, as well as the 

ACJ dataset gathered by RM Compare were analysed by using the SPSS statistical software 

program to see how SRL skills predict their reference frame preferences in an Immersive 

Learning Environment.  
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 Because RM Compare only provided reference frame preference for the entire 

population and not for each individual, the individual preferences per instructional phase had 

to be decided on before moving on to further analysis. Because RM Compare used Adaptive 

CJ, not all reference frames were necessarily compared as the algorithm pairs items with 

similar rank scores based on previous judgments. This could also cause participants to 

compare the same 2 reference frames twice or more. Next to the 4 reference frames, 2 more 

categories were created when a single preference could not be derived from the data: 

Contradictory Scoring and Missing Comparison. If no clear preference could be found 

because of contradicting scores, this was called ‘Contradictory Scoring’. If no clear 

preference could be found because two reference frames would be preferred equally, and 

when these two reference frames had not been compared, this was called ‘Missing 

Comparison’. Thus, there were 6 possible outcomes for reference frame preference.  

A multinomial logistic regression (MLR) analysis was carried out to predict the 

Learning Analytics reference frame preferences based on the SRL scores. The data of the 

ACJ was used to distinguish the preferred reference frames for each participant for each 

instructional phase. From the data of the SOL-Q-R, the grand total of all the mean scores of 

the 5 SRL-scales for each participant was calculated to get individual SRL scores. Although 

the SOL-Q-R used Likert scales, which collect ordinal data, it is nevertheless common 

practice that these scores can be treated and analysed as continuous outcomes in a regression 

analysis (Norman, 2010).  
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All assumptions for a MLR were checked. Because there is an nominal variable 

involved, Tabachnick et al. (2007) argue that the regression does not require the normal 

assumptions of a regression analysis. They say that linear relationship between the dependent 

and independent variable is not needed. Further, the residuals do not need to be normally 

distributed and homoscedasticity is not required. Instead the regression analysis was checked 

on the following assumptions as described by Schreiber-Gregory (2018). In order to do a 

multinomial logistic regression analysis, the dependent variable needs to be ordinal or 

nominal. Also, the analysis was checked on whether observations were independent from 

each other. The observations in MRL should not come from repeated measures or matched 

data. (Starkweather & Moske, 2011)  Further, the regression analysis was checked on 

multicollinearity among the independent variables to see if they were too highly correlated so 

Pearson’s Bivariate Correlation matrix was used.  Next, the logistic regression analysis was 

checked on linearity of independent variables and log odds. Although linearity is not required 

in MRL, the independent variables should be linearly related to the log odds. This can be 

done by inspecting a graph and testing whether the log odds are linear. Finally, the regression 

was checked on the sample size. A logistic regression analysis requires a minimum of 10 

cases for the least frequent outcome of each independent variable (Schwab, 2002).  

Originally, the data collected also investigated three phases from Zimmerman’s 

cyclical model of SRL, but they were omitted in this study because of the limited 

requirements of an academic master thesis. Therefore, the data of the three phases were 
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treated as if the phases were irrelevant, and they were put in one dataset. Each participant is 

therefore represented three times but treated as if they were different individuals, resulting in 

192 scores on reference frame preference. This was done just to see if the SRL scores 

predicted for a Reference frame preference. 

In this study, the SRL scores were the independent variables, and the dependent 

variable was the Learning Analytics reference frame preference (Progress, Social, Internal 

Achievement, External Achievement, Missing Comparison, Contradictory Scoring). 

Results 

Table 1 shows the 192 scores on the LAD reference frame preferences when the 

results of the three instructional phases are treated as one group.  

Table 1 

Descriptive Statistics for the Reference Frames Preferences 

 N Marginal Percentage 

Preference Contradictory scoring 54 28,1% 

External 43 22,4% 

Internal 14 7,3% 

Missing comparison 18 9,4% 

Progress 50 26,0% 

Social 13 6,8% 

Valid 192 100,0% 

Missing 0  

Total 192  

Subpopulation 64a  

a. The dependent variable has only one value observed in 11 (17,2%) subpopulation 
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The three most preferred reference frames were Contradictory scoring (N=54), the 

Progress reference frame (N=50), and the External achievement reference frame (N=43). The 

subpopulation of n = 64 indicates that the population has something in common, and this is 

due to the fact that every SRL score is represented three times, as if they were different 

individuals.  

 A multinomial logistic regression analysis was conducted to assess how SRL score 

predict the preference for an LAD reference frame. The dependent variable (RF Preference) 

was nominal, meaning there were multiple dependent variables, and the independent variable 

(SRL score) was a continuous variable. The model was checked on whether the assumptions 

had been violated.  

 The assumption of observation independence was violated because the data of the 

same participants of three separate measurements were used, and treated as one dataset. No 

multicollinearity was found because the only independent variable was SRL skills, and more 

independent variables are needed for multicollinearity to occur. The linearity of independent 

variables and log odds was inspected visually, and they appeared to be linear (Figure 3).  

The predicted probabilities were calculated for each SRL score for each Reference frame 

preference manually and put in a graph. The sample size was sufficient with the least 

frequent outcome being the Internal Reference frame with (N=14).  

Figure 3 

Predicted Probabilities of Choosing a Preferred Reference Frame Versus SRL Scores with Contradictory 

scoring as a reference category 
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The validity of the final MRL model was inspected with the Odds Ratio Test and it 

was found statistically significant (χ2 = 13.581; p = .019) meaning that the full model 

predicts better than the null model. With a significant result the null hypothesis has to be 

rejected that there is no difference between the model with the predictor variables and 

without the predictor variables. This was inspected by looking at the B coefficients which 

take different values for each category (Table 2). Because Contradictory scoring was the 

category with the most results, it was used as the reference category in the MLR.  

If the OR shows a value >1, it means that the independent variable has an effect on 

the dependent variable. It means that the higher the value of the independent variable, the 

more likely it is that a certain category is chosen. In this study the Odd ratios of all the 
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Reference frames were >1, however only the Progress RF showed a significant result (Wald’s 

χ2 = 10.182; p = .001) whereas all the other Reference frames showed no significant results.  

Table 2  

 

Summary of Multinomial Regression analysis SRL as a predictor for a LAD reference frame preference 

    

Variable B SE OR 95% CI Wald’s χ2 p 

 External RF 
.017 .036 1.018 [0.95, 1.09] .232 .630 

 Internal RF .045 .054 1.046 [0.94, 1.16] .691 .406 

 MC RF .033 .049 1.033 [0.94, 1.14] .454 .500 

 Progress RF 
.124 .039 1.132 [1,05, 1.22] 10.182 .001 

 Social RF .100 .059 1.105 [0.98, 1.24] 2.848 .092 

a. The reference category is: Contradictory scoring. 
Note. CI = confidence interval for odds ratio (OR). 

 

From these results it can be inferred that the higher the individual’s SRL score, the more 

likely they are to prefer the Progress Reference frame as a way of getting feedback. This 

effect was not visible for the other Reference frames. 

Discussion 

This study aimed to explore how SRL skills predict the learners’ preference for a 

Learning Analytics Dashboard reference frame. Knowing what kind of LAD Reference frame 

preference a learner has, based on their SRL skills, could help understand how feedback 

should be provided in immersive learning environments to foster improvement of monitoring 

and control processes in learning (Viberg et al., 2020). Therefore, this study investigated how 

learners’ subjectively measured SRL skills predict the LAD reference frame preference of the 

learner in an immersive learning environment. 

The research question was focused on the effect SRL skills would have on one of the 

three Reference frames (Progress RF, Social RF, Achievement RF) described by Jivet et al. 
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(2017). In this study the Achievement RF was divided up into two categories: Internal 

Achievement (Internal RF) and External Achievement (External RF). In addition to the four 

reference frames, two more were added: Missing Comparison and Contradictory Scoring. 

The latter two were added so that participants with unclear outcomes could also be used, 

although without a clear preference for a Reference frame. The results show that only the 

Progress RF showed a significant effect, meaning that the higher the SRL score of a learner, 

the more likely they are to prefer the Progress RF as LAD feedback. A possible explanation 

could be that because the Progress RF requires self-observation, learners can vary the use of 

task strategies and make adjustments based on the outcomes in order to make improvements 

(Boekaerts et al., 1999). A higher SRL score with a preference for the Progress RF may also 

suggest that one is more inclined to improve their own learning to master the task and 

develop competence (mastery goal-oriented), for which self-observation and self-referential 

task improvement is needed (Cerasoli & Ford, 2014).  

Previous research shows that it is necessary to provide equal opportunities for both 

learners with higher and lower SRL skills (Jivet et al., 2020). According to Jivet et al. (2020) 

not catering for learners with lower SRL skills will usually result in widening the gap 

between learners with lower and higher SRL skills. Learners with lower SRL skills often lack 

the meta-cognitive abilities to recognise the potential of LADs, and are therefore less likely to 

use them properly. In contrast, learners with higher SRL skills are more inclined to use 

LADs, are transparent and use follow-up actions. The results of this current study may align 
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with the findings of Jivet et al., as the participants with high SRL scores preferred a 

Reference frame that is linked to self-observation and possibly to mastery-goal orientation; a 

particular trait related to high SRL scores (Pintrich, 2000).   

Limitations and Future Research 

 This present research has its limitations, which have to be taken into account before 

making generalisations. The first major limitation was the lack of independence that was 

violated in the multinomial logistic regression. For this recent study the phases of the SRL 

cycle were taken out, and the data for each phase was put into one dataset as if it had been 

one data collection with different participants. Therefore the SRL score of each participant 

was represented three times, albeit with different results if a participant had different 

preferences in different phases. This may have affected the outcomes of this study e.g. some 

SRL scores may be overrepresented for a reference frame driving up the average SRL score 

for that reference frame (Quinn & Keough, 2002). Or it may have caused effects that are not 

really there like the significant score for the Progress reference frame or not significant scores 

for the other reference frames because the triple used SRL scores distorted the actual effect.   

Also, although the SOL-Q-R is considered a valid and reliable instrument (Jansen et 

al., 2018), it makes use of the measurements of self-reported SRL scores. This means that the 

participants may have been biased when they filled in the questionnaire e.g. socially desirable 

answers, not having understood the questions correctly, correlations between answers 

because prior questions elicited memories that affected other answers, and participants being 
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wrong about their own attitudes and thus reporting something they believe is true which in 

fact is not (Bertrand & Mullainathan, 2001). The data of this present study must therefore be 

interpreted with caution because the findings may not be causal due to bias in participant self-

report. 

Next, because RM Compare only provided comparisons until there was a clear 

preference for the single rank score of the entire population, the individual preferences were 

not always clear. Had every participant compared every reference frame until one final 

preference for a reference frame was established, the categories ‘Missing Comparison’ and 

‘Contradictory scoring’ of the dependent variable could have been omitted. These two 

categories together got 72 out of 192 scores (37,5% of total), and had these scores been 

preferences for one of the original reference frames, it may have affected the outcomes 

drastically.  

Further, this study did not measure whether the participants could all make sense of 

what they were tested on because they e.g. lacked the ability to identify why they preferred 

one reference frame above the other. This could be a reason why there were so many 

participants without a clear preference for a reference frame. Finally, the present study used 

fictional data, which may not be quite as good a representation as an actual ILE.  

 Further research is needed to get a better understanding how SRL skills predict the 

preference of a LAD reference frame so that learners receive the best feedback possible in an 

ILE based on their needs (Jivet et al., 2020). In a future study a Mixed Model should be used 
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to identify whether there are also differences between the different phases. A multilevel 

multinomial logistic regression analysis could shed a better light on how the LAD 

preferences differ between the phases for the SRL scores. In addition, a larger sample is 

needed for the generalisation of the finding. Also, a ready designed ILE should be used to 

gather data and have the participants make comparisons while actually immersed in the 

learning environment, rather than using screenshots of an ILE. This is costly but it might give 

more valid results as participants who could not make sense of what was investigated and 

what it was for in the present study, will be able to give better judgments of their preference.   

Implications 

Previous research has discussed the need for well-designed LA tools in order to foster 

the learning process in ILEs (Jivet et al., 2020). The role of SRL was found to be important in 

ILEs to help learners of all levels come to their potential through the use of LADs (Jivet et 

al., 2017). To our knowledge, the present study was the first to explore the role of SRL skills 

as a predictor for a LAD Reference frame preference. This study found that learners with a 

higher SRL score are more likely to prefer the Progress RF.  

 This study can help in the development of LADs, and can inform designers and 

policymakers how to design LADs for all levels of learners to help to come to their full 

potential and to bridge the gap between the learning levels in terms of SRL scores. Because 

ILEs can truly help learners to with lifelong learning (Dabbagh & Castaneda, 2020) it is 

advised that more research should be done on LADs as they are helpful. The focus of the 
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feedback should, however, be on the learners and their capabilities instead of what designers 

might think is suitable for them; often there is a strong emphasis on comparison with peers 

(Jivet et al., 2017) A grounded theory is therefore needed, and this research contributes to 

how the self-regulatory skills should play an important part in designing feedback in ILEs.  

Conclusion 

 This study found a significant effect of SRL skill as a predictor for a LAD Reference 

frame preference. The higher the SRL score the more likely the learner is to prefer the 

Progress RF in an ILE as feedback frame but no effect was found for any of the other 

Reference frames. One should be careful to make any generalisations based on this study as it 

has certain limitations. However, this research does contribute to the field of educational 

sciences as it gained more insight in the preferences for LAD Reference frames and how the 

learners needs and skill level play a role in immersive learning. Hopefully, this research will 

help LAD designers improve the LA feedback tools in ILEs from what were once passive 

displays to adaptive feedback tools that integrate support and foster learning.  
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Appendix A: Self-regulated Online Learning Questionnaire Revised (SOL-Q-R) 

 

 

Metacognitive activities before learning 

1. I think about what I really need to learn before I begin a task in this online course. 

2. I ask myself questions about what I am to study before I begin to learn for this online 

course. 

3. I set short-term (daily or weekly) goals as well as long-term goals (monthly or for the 

whole 

online course). 

4. I set goals to help me manage my studying time for this online course. 

5. I set specific goals before I begin a task in this online course. 

6. I think of alternative ways to solve a problem and choose the best one in this online 

course. 

7. At the start of a task I think about the study strategies I will use in this online course. 

 

Metacognitive activities during learning 

8. When I study for this online course I try to use strategies that have worked in the past. 

9. I have a specific purpose for each strategy I use in this online course. 

10. I am aware of what strategies I use when I study for this online course. 

11. I change strategies when I do not make progress while learning for this online course. 

12. I periodically review to help me understand important relationships in this online 

course. 

13. I find myself pausing regularly to check my comprehension of this online course. 

14. I ask myself questions about how well I am doing while learning something in this 

online 

course. 

 

Metacognitive activities after learning 

15. I think about what I have learned after I finish working on this online course. 

16. I ask myself how well I accomplished my goals once I’m finished working on this 

online 

course. 

17. After studying for this online course I reflect on what I have learned. 

18. I find myself analyzing the usefulness of strategies after I studied for this online 

course. 

19. I ask myself if there were other ways to do things after I finish learning for this online 

course. 

20. After learning for this online course, I think about study strategies I used. 

 

Time management 

21. I make good use of my study time for this online course. 

22. I find it hard to stick to a study schedule for this online course. 
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23. I make sure I keep up with the weekly readings and assignments for this online 

course. 

24. I often find that I don’t spend very much time on this online course because of other 

activities. 

25. I allocate studying time for this online course. 

 

Environmental structuring 

26. I choose the location where I study for this online course to avoid too much 

distraction. 

27. I find a comfortable place to study for this online course. 

28. I know where I can study most efficiently for this online course. 

29. I have a regular place set aside for studying in this online course.  

 

Persistence 

30. When I am feeling bored studying for this online course, I force myself to pay 

attention. 

31. When my mind begins to wander during a learning session for this online course, I 

make a 

special effort to keep concentrating. 

32. When I begin to lose interest for this online course, I push myself even further. 

33. I work hard to do well in this online course even if I don’t like what I have to do. 

34. Even when materials in this online course are dull and uninteresting, I manage to keep 

working until I finish. 

35. Even when I feel lazy or bored when I study for this online course, I finish what I 

planned to 

do. 

36. When work is difficult in this online course, I continue to keep working. 

 

Help seeking 

37. When I do not fully understand something, I ask other course members in this online 

course 

for ideas. 

38. I share my problems with my classmates in this course online so we know what we 

are 

struggling with and how to solve our problems. 

39. I am persistent in getting help from the instructor of this online course. 

40. When I am not sure about some material in this online course, I check with other 

people. 

41. I communicate with my classmates to find out how I am doing in this online course. 

42. When I have trouble learning, I ask for help. 

 

Items are answered on a 7-point Likert scale, ranging from ‘‘not at all true for me’’ (= 1) to 

‘‘very true for me’’ (= 7). All items are presented in randomized order.  
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Appendix B: Assignment 4 

 

 

This section is a reflection on the possible issues, risks, and/or dilemmas of this study.  

 

Sample characteristics and consent procedures 

 

Because this study is exploratory it will be hard to make generalisations but 

moreover, because the sample consists only of around 30 people. Due to a lack of available 

contexts in which immersive learning in combination with SRL can be studied, this is the 

best we can do for now. Hopefully this study can function as a trigger to investigate the 

relation between SRL and ILE more, and can it contribute to the LA reference frame design. 

Again, this study will not provide generalisable results for large populations but it can 

function as a nice start in this field of research.  

 The consent procedures were all taken care of by an independent party. The 

participants are voluntarily taking part in this study, and there was no extrinsic incentive. 

This study re-uses the data of a bigger study in this field, and the participants are aware of 

this.  

Choice of instruments and possibly sensitive questions  

This study uses comparative judgement to find the reference frame preferences of the 

participants, and for the SRL skills, the participants use the SOL-Q-R questionnaire. Both 

instruments ask about either preferences or the perceived score on a statement. The former 

does not have any sensitive questions, and neither does the latter because it only asks the 

participants to score themselves on their SRL skills. There is a possibility the participants 
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give socially desirable answers, although they are instructed not to before the commencing. A 

reason could be that employees feel that their results could be used against them at a later 

moment e.g. when evaluating how well they function in the company. They are pointed out 

that this is an exploratory study, and there is no good or bad, and that their answers will 

benefit their own learning experience. The participants will also be assured that all results are 

anonymised so they cannot be traced back to the participant.   

Effort required 

Very little effort is required from the participants. The participants take part in all 

tests online, and it will not require more than 30 minutes. Because of COVID-19, the 

interviews that will be held for the qualitative part of the original study, will not happen in a 

face-to-face setting but using Teams/Zoom. However, the qualitative data are not part of this 

present study but it is part of the data collection. The results can be used to improve the 

training at their company so this outweighs the effort of taking part in two little tests by far. 

Also, the materials have all been translated into the native language of the participants to get 

more reliable results, and to make it easier for the participants.  

Data handling and storage 

 All the data is collected in an online environment. For the comparative judgement 

Comproved is used, and the SOL-Q-R will be conducted through another online survey. The 

data will be collected by an independent research data collector. The researchers will get an 

anonymised dataset for analyses.  
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Appendix C: Timetable of the research. 

 

 Use feedback on Research plan to 

improve the Introduction and the 

Method section 

 

17 February Improving Introduction Kick-off meeting: describe 

RQ, topics, interview 

questions 

24 February Improving Introduction Ask peer-feedback about 

analysis, coding and 

conclusion concerning 

theoretical sampling 

3 March Improving Introduction  

10 March  Roundtable: describe coding 

and sampling decisions, ask 

for feedback 

17 March   

24 March Hopefully the data will be available.  Ask peer-feedback on 

coding, sampling, 

conceptual model  

31 March Analysing data  

7 April Analysing data Prepare a focused issue for 

the supervisor feedback 

14 April Analysing data  

21 April Results section  Assignment 4: peer-

feedback on how well are 

the findings illustrated with 

examples and citations of 

the interviews, are the 

conclusions logic and is the 

line of reasoning well 

described 

28 April Results section + Discussion 

Prepare questions for the supervision 

meeting 

 

5 May Discussion section  

12 May Discussion section Ask peer-feedback on the 

outline of the draft version 

17 May Submit Draft  

26 May Discuss weaknesses of the draft and 

make adjustments 

Supervision meeting 
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2 June Prepare presentation Practice presentations with 

peers, discuss improvements 

of the draft version 

7 June Submit Final Master’s thesis  

9 June Prepare presentation  

16 June  Master’s thesis conference 

   

   

   

   

 


